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Summary. LIAO Ho-shu did not. believe that any written
document exïsted which gave details of Chinese foreign policy
towards the world, a particular region or a particular country.
When asked to describe Chinese foreign policy principles, LIAO
gave the following: support of world revolution, opposition to
two Chinas, anti-imperialism and anti-revisionism, and use of
trade for political ends, LIAO believed that t h" e most inflexible
of these principles is opposition to two Chinas. Regarding China's
foreign policy towards The Netherlands, LÏAO stated there were
two principles: opposition to two Chinas and exploitation of
contradietions between The Netherlands and the United States.
LIAO admitted, however, that his mission in The Hague had concluded
that there were no exploitable contradictions between The Netherlands and the major Western powers'and thus had never taken any
action. LÏAO believed that Chinese-foreign policy had been
generally unchanging and rejected the contention' that the Bahdung
era was the sign of a different Chinese foreign policy. Nor did
hè accept the cancellation of the Warsaw talks as a sign of
conflict between leftists and rightists over foreign policy issues,
Decision-inaking on foreign policy matters, hè believed, rested
in the Politburo Standing Committee, thus hè feit that speculation about policy disputes within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
is completely without foundation. End of Summary.
1. LIAO believes that one must read and understand the
writings of MAO Tse-tung in order to comprehend the general principles and the tactics of Chinese Communist foreign policy.
Although LIAO could not recall any directed reading of MAO's works.
hè knew that all staff members were very familiar with the
writings of MAO and referred frequently to examples from MAO when
analyzing given situations. Although hè could not recall its

content, LIAO said t ha t in early 1968 a staf f member of The Hague
mission, who had returned from Peking, showed him a special little red
book of MAO's quotations which had been prepared specifica lly for the
Ministry of Foreign Af f a ir s (MFA) .
2. LIAO did not believe that any written document existed which
gave details of Chinese foreign policy towards the world, a particular
region, or a particular country. LIAO himself had never received a
briefing concerning Chinese foreign policy towards The Netherlands or
other nations in Europe. He assumed that ambassadors and charge
d 'affaires who were leaving Peking were brief ed by the concerned viceminister about Chinese Communist aims in the ambassador's country or
area ,
,3. When asked to describe Chinese Communist foreign policy prin™
ciples or objectives, LIAO gave the following (the order is not necessarily significant) :
,

V

a.

Support of world revolution

b.

Opposition to tv/o Chinas •

c.

Ant i -imperia l ism and anti-revisionism

d.

Trade must serve political ends.

4, These four principles would generally govern policies of a
state-to-state, party-to-party and people's organization to people ' s
organization nature. Although not articulated in any document, LIAO
feit that these four principles plus select ed_writings of MAO of which
the following are examples comprise the guidelines of Chinese foreign
policy :
a. On the Tactics of Fi'ghting Japanese Imperialism
b . Strive to^ Win Over Millions upon Millions of the Masses
t o the AlTtrr-Japaliese'^ation^^
c.

The Question of Iridependence and Autonomy Within the
Uhitéd Front (November TStfST
~
"""" "
—

d.

Unit e all the Ant_i-Japanese For c es and Combat the Anti
Üommunist PTehairdsT (Febrüary

e.

Questions of Tactics in the Present Anti-Japanese United
Front CMarch

f.

Point Number 10 on Policy (December

g.

Talk with Anne Louise Strong (1946)

h.

Concentrate a Superior FoTce to Destroy the Enemy Forces
One by One (September 1946)
'

1940)

5. While there was general support for world revolution, there
was an obvious tactical difference in approach. European missions did
not actually expect to have revolution in Western Europe and thus concentrated their efforts on establishing good relations with ' people ' s
movements (labor, youth, etc.). In Africa, on the other hand, the
conditions were different and the Chinese representat ives were interested in establishing close contact with the people's revolutionary
movements.
•*
6. In LIAO' s view the most inflexible of the guiding principles
of Chinese Communist foreign policy was opposition to two Chinas. In
Chinese eyes, one of the most important indications of a foreign
country 's state of relations with China was that nation's views and

actions with regard to two Chinas. If anything, this outlook on China's
part was becoming more rigid. For example, Britain had a Consulate
on Taiwan. China had accepted this situation, but she_wojald jieyer .—condone such an arrangement again. LIAO also pointed to the permanent
Chinese trade office in Rome. This office was opened as a tactical
move to force Italy to break relations with the Chinese Nationalist
Government. In the future, LIAO said, no permanent official Chinese
Communist miss ion will be established where there is a Chinese Nationalist mission.
7. While other factors may also account for China's disinterest in
joining the United Nations, the realization that membership would mean
the acceptance of some form of a two China formula was certainly one
of the important considerations, LÏAO feit the lack of interest in
joining the United Nations was real on the part of China. It was
reflected in nis office in The Hague by a lack of report ing and analysis
of the United Nations and a slackening concern about the activities of
the host country with regard to China's membership in the United Nations,
8. The principle of anti-imperialism, anti-revisionism has had
flexible application. The Chinese were willing to take advantage of
contradictions among imperialist or revisionist stat.es, Thus Pakistan,
although a militaristic, non-socialist nation, had contradictions with
.India, an openly anti-Chinese country, and the United States, the chief
imperialist enemy, and had a friendly attitude toward China. Therefore, it served China's immediate interest to have close relations with
Pal'.istan.
9. The principle of trade serving political ends apparently also
has been applied with some flexibility. It was used to justify increased trade with West Germany, ,France or Japan on the grounds that
such trade would eventua.lly influence the political outlook of the
countries concerned, The same principle could be used to justify a
cut in trade with a given country such as The Netherlands in l'966/67
or Japan in the fifties as punishment for alleged anti-Chinese acts,
10, LIAO believed that China had special policies for neighboring
l,es, and that she went out of her way to come to reasonable agree,.ats with them.- He pointed to the border agreements with Burrna and
Pakistan as examples. At the same time, the unwillingness of India and
the USSR to come to agreements indicated their hostility toward China.
LIAO could not explain the present bad state of Sino-Burmese relations
except in terms of Chinese reprisal for anti-Chinese acts or an antiChinese policy on the part of the Burmese government. He pointed to
the fact that LI Wen-hsin, a colleague in The Hague, who had formerly
served in Laos and in the Asian Af fairs Department Number One of the
MFA, told him that the Chinese missions in Cambodia and North Vietnam
had taken steps to control the activities of leftists among the Overpnas Chinese in those countries, Acting on Peking's instructions,
these two missions told the overseas youths that the Cultural Revolution was not intended for overseas and was suitable only to conditions
in China. LIAO gave this as an example both of China's desire to be
friendly with neighboring states and of China''s returning the treatment
she received from other countries.
:

11. When asked to explain in his own words Chinese policy toward
The Netherlands, LIAO replied that there were two points: a) opposition to two Chinas and b) exploitation of contradictions between The
Netherlands and the United States and between The Netherlands and
other major Western powers. LIAO said that in fact his mission had
concluded that there were no exploitable contradictions between The
NetliGi-lands and aay of the major Yfesterr. pc-.vers and thus the mi^sJon
had never taken any action. He gave as an example of the kind of
a et ion that might have been taken, the purchase of some Dutch products
that were being denied entry into the United States. LIAO said that
his mission was not charged with locating and exploiting contradictiorfls
between The Netherlands and the USSR, He assumed that the Chinese

missions in Eastern Europe would have been looking for contradictions
between their-host governments and the USSR,
12. When asked to explain Chinese policy toward the United States,
LIAO replied that hè feit there was only one general alm: to increase
the contradictions between the United States and the other nations of
the world. •'.'"•' _.
Comment: LIAO used the Chinese phrase for
loosen the ties between the United States and all the nations of the
world.) Of course the Chinese also seek to solve the direct contradiction of "United States occupation of Taiwan". Once that direct
contradiction is solved, however, China could have diplomatic relations
with the United States despite having identified the United States as
China's number one enemy and the leader of the imperialist camp.
However, even should diplomatic relations be established, it would still
be China's aim to exacerbate contradictions between the United States
and other nations of the world.
13. LIAO feit that Chinese foreign policy had been generally
unchanging. He rejected the content ion that the Bandung era or the
period of LIU Shao-ch'i's trip through Asia or CHOU En-lai's trip to
Africa had been signs of a different Chinese foreign policy. He feit
that they were merely different tactics used to implement the same
basic foreign policy aims. In the same way hè could not accept the
cancellation of the ïïarsaw Talks as a sign of conflict between "leftists
a'nd rightists" over f oreign policy issues. To. the Chinese, according
to LIAO, the mere holding of talks is neither a hard nor a soft policy,
it is the use of the talks that is important.
14. While acknowledging that Chinese relations with many countries
Md apparently worsened in the past few years, LIAO did not feel that
. :~iinese foreign policy had been a failure. He did not think that China
v/a S' isolated and pointed to its l;rade relations with most countries
and to the recent overtures of Canada and others to establish diplomatic relations. If poor relations exist between China and a given .
country, LIAO did not blame this on Chinese policy but said it was
viewed as a change in attitude of the other country. The concerned
Chinese miss ion, the MFA or the Chinese Government were not be be
b'.U'.med.
15. LÏAO said that decision making most likely rested in the
Politburo Standing Committee and not in the MFA. However, even those
decisions made in the MFA would be cleared with the MFA party committee,
LIAO indicated that little in the way of initiative filtered up from
the bottom. Staff members usually responded to directives or requests
and did not often préparé unsolicited ideas or suggestions for changes
or improvement in Chinese Communist foreign policy.
LIAO feit, therefore, that speculation in the V.'estern
press about policy disputes within the MFA was completely without
foundation. Policy disputes over Chinese foreign activities, if they
occur, would most likely take place in the Standing Committee of the
Politburo. In LIAO's opinion there have not been any such disputes.

